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Abstract: This paper is part of a more general investigation into currency exchange and transaction costs in the
ancient Greek world. I will limit myself here to the issue of currency exchange connected with the use of
electrum coinage. The electrum coinage of Western Asia Minor, perhaps introduced around 590-580 BCE, had
all the advantages of monometallism and the lowered transaction costs associated with the use of money.
However, it also had some drawbacks, and as early as the 550s a bimetallist (gold-silver), and later, a trimetallist
system (with bronze) was introduced. This new system simplified the production of coins and alleviated users’
mistrust of coins struck on an alloy like electrum. But multimetallism also introduced a new complexity and
raised transaction costs linked to the use of money. The initial electrum coinage certainly made a major
contribution to the success of money as a new means of payment. During the Classical period, the apparently
paradoxical continued activity of some local or regional electrum mints (those of Phokaia, Mytilene, Lampsacus
and above all Cyzicus) paradoxically helps explain monometallism’s initial success.

In his famous book Banques et banquiers dans les cités grecques, R. Bogaert made
some points about currency exchange in ancient Greece that are still fundamental, even
though new documents have subsequently been published and further studies have been
devoted to the topic1. I do not seek to replace this standard study. In the overall framework of
research on currency exchange and transaction costs in the ancient Greek world, I will limit
myself to the issue of currency exchange linked to the use of electrum coinage.
Why was currency exchange needed in the ancient Greek world? One might start from
the contemporary situation. Today currency exchange usually involves several different
currencies. Bureaux de change exchange foreign currencies for travelers. Banks perform the
same task for large-value transfers in international payments. However, there is also a more
ordinary activity of exchange, one which in Europe is commonly performed by banks and in
the USA by specialized currency exchange agencies, viz. that of transforming values from one
denomination to another within the same currency system. For example, retail shopkeepers
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transform their small change into banknotes or vice versa. Interestingly enough, in the USA
these exchange agencies also cash checks, and this may give us as hint as to the way ancient
moneychangers came to develop a banking activity.
In Antiquity, when did the activity of money exchange begin? Although our information
is virtually non-existent for the earlier period, it seems likely that « currency exchange » is as
old as the usage of precious metal as money –which means that it probably antedates the first
coinage. The inauguration of coinage probably amounted only to the adoption of a new way
of performing this old function.2 Anyway, one could apparently hypothesize that in the first,
« electrum only » phase of the history of coinage, currency exchange played a limited role as
compared to later periods, that it was necessarily limited to interchange between coins of
small and high value, and to exchange between coins of different standards. Is this hypothesis
correct?
It now seems very likely that electrum coinage started in Western Asia Minor around
600 BCE or soon thereafter, possibly between 590 and 5803. First, it should be stressed that
most of the electrum mints in this region used the Milesian (also called Lydo-Milesian)
standard with a stater at c. 14.30-14.40 g. and its divisions. Only two cities had their own
separate standard, Phokaia with a theoretical stater at 16.50 g., and Samos with a theoretical
stater at 17.40 g.4 The major states of the region, viz. the Lydian kingdom, Ephesus, Miletus,
and several other unidentified cities also struck coins on the Milesian standard5. While this
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was not the case for those of one or several unidentified mints, the gold-silver ratio in the
alloy of the Lydian royal coins was maintained at the same levels6. This contrasts with
Samian coins, where the gold content could vary considerably7. It would be highly desirable
to determine what it was in coins of Miletus or Ephesus.
On the basis of the similarity of standard, G. Le Rider has postulated the existence of a
kind of monetary union among these cities8. This issue deserves a close attention. It should be
observed that notwithstanding long periods of conflict between these cities and the Lydian
kingdom, all of them finally had to acknowledge Lydian supremacy, the last one to submit
being Miletus at the time of Croesus9. Together, the minting states represented by far the
greater part of the region’s economic activity in terms of population, agricultural production
or volume of trade. A monetary union has the advantage of lowering transaction costs
connected with to payment in coin. With this standardization, a state’s coins might well
circulate beyond its borders. The coins of the Artemision were minted by several states, and
this might suggest that at least at Ephesus the circulation of coins of various provenances
struck on the Milesian standard was fully legal. In this collection of coins struck solely on the
Lydo-Milesian standard, there are only two « seals » of Phokaia (on the Phokaian standard)10.
It should be noted that the hoards of electrum coins we possess consist of coins struck on the
Milesian standard from various cities and the Lydian kingdom alone, or coins from Samos
alone11. If all the states striking on the Milesian standard had made the coins of the other
states minted on this same standard legal tender (which would have avoided the need for
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currency exchange), or lowered the exchange premium, this would have lowered transaction
costs. So can it be presumed that within the « Milesian standard zone », coins could either
circulate freely and be accepted at par in the several states, or with a standard and minimal
exchange premium? This would be the ideal scenario. And this must have been partly true.
But setting aside the royal Lydian coins, the variations of gold content between the several
mints may have raised problem for traders and may have made it necessary to have recourse
to moneychangers to examine the coins more closely12. All in all however, the hypothesis of a
formal agreement to create a kind of monetary union (however imperfect it may have been)
among the above-mentioned states remains attractive.
Admittedly, no text of this period allows us to illustrate this view. But, for a later period
and in a similar situation, we know for certain that in cities belonging to a monetary union no
exchange fees, or lower exchange fees, were exacted for using coins struck on the same
standard by another city in the union. Two cities on the coast of Western Asia Minor,
Mytilene and Phokaia, minted electrum from the fifth century to the 320s. Their hektai on the
Phokaian standard (weighing c. 2.5+ g.) retained a certain regional importance.13 From an
inscription dating probably to the second half of the fifth century we know that the two cities
minted alternately and that they had made a formal commitment to maintain a fixed
proportion of gold and silver in the alloy of their coins14. An anecdote attributed to the fourthcentury historian Kallisthenes provides a decisive bit of evidence. According to Kallisthenes,
the poet Persinos, neglected by the tyrant Euboulos of Atarneus (in Aeolis, to the north of
Phokaia), went to Mytilene and from there « wrote to him that he could exchange the Phocean
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coins he had brought with him more easily at Mytilene than at Atarneus »15. The poet thus
ridiculed the tyrant, claiming that he too could defend his interests by going to Mytilene and
avoiding a heavy exchange premium. The jest alluded to Euboulos’ stinginess and to his past
as a banker, mentioned by Strabo16. But it makes sense only in the framework of the monetary
pact between Phokaia and Mytilene. It is thus clear that the monetary pact was still valid
around 360 BCE, the time of the anecdote.17 It is even likely that the pact was valid all during
the classical period. This shows that outside such a union exchange heavy fees could be
exacted, while within the union the cities benefited from lower transaction costs. It seems
likely that, although not sharing the minting operation, the states striking on the Milesian
standard in the first half of the sixth century did so on a similar basis, that of a monetary union
between them.
In other words, in the form it took in the first half of the sixth century BCE, electrum
coinage seems to have been the ideal form of commodity money. The majority of the states
striking coins did so on the same standard, thus possibly avoiding or limiting exchange fees
between states belonging to this « monetary union ». With many different denominations
(although these were not represented in every single city minting on the Milesian standard), it
allowed a very wide range of payments from the full stater to very small units of 1/96 and
even 1/192 of a stater. Above all, striking on a single metal presented the advantage of
avoiding the exchange of coins of different metals. Monometallism is the perfection of
commodity money. These reasons, which do not explain why coinage was introduced, must
however have strongly contributed to the initial success of electrum coinage.
Thus in the initial phase following the « big bang » represented by the invention of
minting, a kind of perfection seems to have been achieved in the system of the electrum
coinage. Nevertheless, over time, this apparently perfect system « deteriorated » into a
bimetallist (gold-silver) and later even a trimetallist one (gold-silver-bronze) system. A few
years before the Persian invasion of 546, Croesus’ Lydian kingdom introduced coins of pure
gold and of pure silver, the so-called croeseids18. At first, the Persians retained the croeseids
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but after 520, under Darius, they established a similar separate coinage with the silver siglos
and the gold darics19. Meanwhile, the Greek continent saw the triumph of silver. Around 540
– 520 BCE, it seems, several cities began to strike silver, and silver alone. In the Greek world
in general, the Greek cities that struck gold coins (for instance Cyrene in the fourth century or
Rhodes in the late Hellenistic period) were rare, or did so only under exceptional
circumstances (like Athens at the end of the Peloponnesian war). Only the most powerful
states like the Macedonian monarchy in the fourth century or the Hellenistic kingdoms in the
Hellenistic period could do so. With the separate coinage of gold and silver the uncertainty
regarding the composition of the alloy was definitively resolved. This indeed was a great
advantage. However, the new bimetallist system immediately had to face the question of the
diverging development of the intrinsic value of the two metals. Indeed, bimetallism makes it
impossible to set a permanent ratio between silver and gold coins. Even if an official rate was
set, one can easily imagine how real market prices could provoke serious difficulties in the
conversion of a given amount of money in gold or in silver. The problem was famously
highlighted by Carlo Cipolla for medieval Florence. There the variations of the gold-silver
ratio provoked serious difficulties and even hampered trade20. In such a system, the problem
of converting gold coins into silver coins and vice versa could only be resolved by a
specialist. Even if most Greek city-states never struck gold, electrum coins from Cyzicus or
Lampsacus and darics commonly circulated in the Greek world as a means of payment among
traders and members of the elite21. Later, gold coins issued by the kings of Macedon or by
Hellenistic kings were also commonly used for large payments. Variations in the gold-silver
ratio made recourse to moneychangers all the more necessary, and led to the imposition of
heavy exchange fees.
For silver, as for electrum, exchange consisted in the conversion between coins of
different standards and conversion within the same standard or city of small change into
19
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larger denominations or the other way round. But the situation was now far more complex
than for electrum because in the Greek world silver was from the outset struck in accord with
a series of standards. In the course of time, all kinds of variations were introduced even within
the same theoretical standard zone. With the exception of some rare coins like those of
Aegina until the Peloponnesian war and those of Athens all through the fifth and fourth
centuries, which set international standards of value, there was no easy interchange between
these many coins and standards. This means that only specialists in currency exchange could
perform the job, and that in this respect, as compared to the first, original (and short-lived)
phase of coinage, transaction costs linked to the international use of money were
comparatively higher in classical Greece. The situation may have been somewhat better in
Hellenistic Greece, with the new international role of the alexanders, but the proliferation of
closed monetary zones limited the unification of the Greek world. The adoption of bronze for
all small-value coins, which began in the middle of the fifth century and was gradually
adopted all over the Greek world, introduced a new complexity, with additional, heavy
transaction costs for exchanging bronze against silver (or gold).
So the question must be raised as to why the apparently perfect system of electrum
coinage was abandoned. In fact, the reasons are many and only some of them can be
mentioned here. As for the electrum coins themselves (the only aspect of the issue considered
in this paper), it had a series of drawbacks. Even setting aside their impracticability (a
diameter of 2.5 millimeters and a weight of 0.08 gr for the smallest 1/192 of a stater), the high
value of the alloy made even the smallest 1/96 or 1/192 coins unsuitable for the very small
retail payments that were so frequent in the agora22. Above all, as is shown by metal analysis,
minting states could manipulate the alloy. It has been suggested (with due care) that altering
the proportions of gold and silver in the coins was a way of coping with variations in the
respective values of gold and silver23. Insofar as silver probably tended to decrease in value at
the end of the archaic period, one might apparently have expected a rise in the proportion of
gold to compensate the loss of value of silver. In fact the opposite occurred, which might be
explained by the reevaluation of gold as compared to silver. But using more silver and less
gold has also been seen as a way for the state to make a profit by a process of devaluation.24 It
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remains that these manipulations of the alloy certainly impaired confidence in electrum
coinage. Interestingly, at the end of the Archaic period and at the beginning of the Classical
period electrum coinage was abandoned almost everywhere25.
This makes it all the more surprising that in some regions electrum coinage was
apparently able to maintain itself without difficulty. For large payments (frequently from
mercenaries), and now in combination with gold, silver and bronze coins (no longer in a
single currency), some electrum coinages were successfully used from the end of the sixth
century to the first half of the third century BCE26.
I have already mentioned the mints of Phokaia and Mytilene in North-Western Asia
Minor27. Their success in a limited region of the North-East Aegean was based on their
allegedly fixed proportion of gold and silver. However, this does not mean that their gold
content did not change over time, or even that this gold content did not vary somewhat from
one coin to another.28
The electrum coins issued by Cyzicus (and by Lampsacus, though to a lesser extent)
were in use during the same period. But these coins had a far broader geographical and
economic impact. In fact, for two centuries the cyzicenes were the standard currency in the
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Straits region and all over the Pontic area.29 The gold content of these coins appears to have
decreased over time, although there may have been a slight increase toward the end of this
period.30 From the results of currently available analyses, it seems that the variation from one
coin to another was not negligible31.
The variations in gold content probably quite imperfectly reflected the changes the
value of gold; the ratio of silver to gold varied from a maximum of 14:1 in the mid-fifth
century to a minimum of 9.5:1 in 329/8 in Athens32. Moreover, we should not neglect the fact
that the price of gold and silver could vary from one region to another during the same period.
The paradoxical survival of electrum coins may well have been based on their ability to solve
the problem of defining an exchange rate between large gold and silver coins (those used in
international trade) in a region like the Euxine where, owing to wide contact with a huge and
unstable barbarian world, the gold-silver ratio may have been particularly unstable. If this
hypothesis is correct, it would mean that in the Pontic area the advantage of not having to
define an exchange rate between gold and silver was seen as outweighing uncertainties
regarding the gold-silver ratio in individual coins.
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This also means that the privileged status of electrum coins was fully acknowledged. A
famous decree of Olbia settled (at least for a given period) an official exchange rate for
cyzicenes at Olbia (one cyzicene for eight and half local silver drachmas). This avoided
controversies regarding the gold-silver ratio. Given the uncertainty linked to the electrum in
the cyzicenes and variations in the value of gold and silver, the city played its institutional
role of limiting the possible conflicts over the exchange rate33. In all likelihood, the exchange
rate favored those who brought cyzicenes, and this was a way to attract them to Olbia34.
For all its benefits in lowering transaction costs, monometallism in the form of the
electrum coinage was short-lived in ancient Greece. A bimetallist (gold-silver) and, later, a
trimetallist system (with bronze) was probably introduced within half a century.
Multimetallism alleviated mistrust of coins struck on alloys but introduced a new complexity
and raised transaction costs connected with the use of money. As for the initial electrum
coinage, it certainly made a major contribution to the initial success of coinage as a new
means of payment. The later and broad success of some local or regional electrum mints
during the Classical period (those of Phokaia, Mytilene, Lampsacus and above all Cyzicus)
paradoxically helps explain the initial success of monometallism.
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